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Save time, save money, save hassle—
Mirus Desktop FilmPrinters.

Take
a peek
at your new
slide bureau
in a box

SANTA CLARA, CA
PERMIT NO. 283

Introducing Mirus Digital
Desktop FilmPrinters™

It’s so easy… if you can
make a laser print you can make a
slide. Just send your file to a Mirus
FilmPrinter and in minutes it’s recorded on
35mm film, ready to be processed at your
local lab. No more hassling with service
bureaus over last minute changes and rush
charges—you control the deadlines. Get your
slides in hours instead of days and at a
fraction of the cost.
It’s a mere 50¢ per slide. Compare this with outside
services that charge anywhere from $5 to $200 per slide,
and you can see how it will pay for itself in no time.
Plus, Mirus FilmPrinters make great slides. Our renowned
36-bit technology, 4K and 5K resolution recording, double-hit exposure,
and user-friendly features set standards for quality and convenience in
slidemaking—all in a compact size that fits right on your desk.

The best results: Now, you’ll get even better slides with the new
Kodak Ektachrome Electronic Output Film 100 (EOF). Mirus and Kodak
worked to develop this film specifically for FilmPrinters and recorders.The
new EOF gives increased sharpness, color saturation, highlight and detail.
Mirus, Kodak and other leading companies are working together on
projects like the EOF as part of ongoing efforts to bring the digital
imaging revolution to you at a price you can afford.

Act Now and save up to $1,000 off a Mirus
FilmPrinter. Call 1-800-942-9770 or e-mail Mirus
at info@mirus.com. For additional information, check
out Mirus on the web at www.mirus.com.
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